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Abstract

Android offers a shared system that multiplexes all logged data from all system components, including both the operating system and the console output of apps that run on it. A security mechanism ensures that user-space apps can only read the log entries that they create, though many “privileged” apps are exempt from this restriction. This includes preloaded system apps provided by Google, the phone manufacturer, the cellular carrier, as well as those sharing the same signature. Consequently, Google advises developers to not log sensitive information to the system log.

In this work, we examined the logging of sensitive data in the Android ecosystem. Using a field study, we show that most devices log some amount of user-identifying information. We show that the logging of “activity” names can inadvertently reveal information about users through their app usage. We also tested whether different smartphones log personal identifiers by default, examined preinstalled apps that access the system logs, and analyzed the privacy policies of manufacturers that report collecting system logs.

1 Introduction

Printing diagnostics and informative output messages is fundamental to software development [45]. Meaningful, verbose logging allows one to monitor runtime behaviour and helps to quickly find and diagnose bugs without needing to replicate the issue in a debugger. Continual logging of software in production facilitates monitoring and remediation of runtime crashes. It is therefore typical that software systems log their behaviour in some manner after deployment.

At the same time, logs often contain sensitive and personal information, particularly when logs are unified across a diverse collection of software components. To that point, in 2010 Rosenberg introduced a Linux kernel patch to provide a build option to make access to the kernel ring buffer, i.e., the output of dmesg, effectively require root access (CAP_SYS_ADMIN); this option was subsequently modified to require CAP_SYSLOG and is now widely enabled. In deploying this patch, Rosenberg noted both the futility of attempting to sanitize thousands of printk statements along with the resulting loss of functional utility of these sanitized logs [53].

Analogous to Linux, the Android platform also offers a shared system log that collects all logging statements from apps, system services, and drivers [9]. Developers can write to this log using a family of logging functions, differentiated by verbosity, that provide both a log tag and message. A single system log multiplexes the output of all the log statements that occur along with metadata, which includes thread and process identifiers, a log level (“verbosity”), log tag, and timestamp.

On Android, access to the logs has never been part of the published Software Development Kit (SDK) [40], but early versions allowed full access based on requesting a permission (i.e., READ_LOGS). Without it, apps can only access their own log messages (but not logs from other apps or operating system components); with the permission, apps have access to all log data. Android 4.1 changed the READ_LOGS permission to become “privileged,” meaning that the permission itself is only available to system apps and apps that come preinstalled (e.g., by manufacturers, carriers, etc.) [14, 40, 41].

Many such privileged apps exist. Android is an open platform that allows any manufacturer to create its own custom version of the Operating System (OS) with preinstalled software that they determine. This means that apps from the phone’s manufacturer (OEM) and other key actors in the supply chain, such as Mobile Network Operators (MNOs), OEM partners, and Google, are eligible for privileged access to the system log. Gamba et al. examined preinstalled software in the Android ecosystem [35] and found a vast supply chain with many privileged third parties able to access this data. They noted that many of these apps also included additional SDKs, provided by ad networks, analytics services, or social networks, that inherit the permissions of the embedding app [34] (i.e., these third-party components can read the logs).

The Android Feedback app (com.google.android.feedback) is an example of a privileged, preinstalled app. It can launch after another app crashes and gives the user the
Figure 1: A sample log line showing the available fields. The entries include date, time, process ID (1801), thread ID (3775), priority level (I for information), log tag (LockSettingsService), and the log message (the rest of the line) [9].

option to upload their system logs to Google for analysis. This includes all logging, even from apps that are not connected to the crash event. These system logs can also contain arbitrary and varying data: app developers use their own discretion in determining what information to log, though they are given specific guidance by Google not to log private or sensitive information [20]. Some vendors openly disclose their collection of unique identifiers, crash reports, and log data from devices in their privacy policies [38, 43, 54, 68]. Thus, questions remain about the types of sensitive data that are being logged, by whom, and who has access to these logs.

In this work, we present a comprehensive end-to-end study of Android’s logging behaviour in practice. The specific contributions of this work are the following:

• We test a variety of stock smartphone models to measure the presence and variation of device and user identifiers that appear in the system log due to the operating system or other preinstalled components.

• We perform a field study to examine the presence of personally identifying information in logs across a variety of users’ devices. We show examples of routine logging in particular apps and third-party libraries that can reveal sensitive information.

• We report OEMs who claim to collect and upload personal information and log data in their privacy policies. However, to empirically study how prevalent this practice is across OEMs and device models, we audit a dataset of privileged preinstalled apps gathered by Gamba et al. [35] to quantify how many privileged apps request the READ_LOGS permission and the organizations responsible for them. Then, we use static analysis to study the context around when a system app collects and leaks system logs.

2 Background and Motivation

Android provides app developers a logging system to test and debug the runtime behaviour of their software [20]—a sample log entry is shown in Figure 1. Developers can access the logs in real time over USB or WiFi using Android Studio [15] or via the Android Debug Bridge (ADB) by using the logcat command [9]. These tools allow developers to access exception messages, crash logs, and even purpose-specific messages, such as the successful creation of network sockets, user logins, or launched Android Activities. Moreover, the system log also prints routine diagnostics like invoking garbage collection and—when an app throws an exception—the associated stack trace. Developers commonly log messages to verify the correct operation of their software; however, some developers additionally log much more, including sensitive information (contrary to Google’s best practices [7]).

Although the device owner can read all log messages using these tools, normal apps only have access to their own logs in order to protect the privacy of data logged by other apps. Only privileged, preinstalled apps can hold the system permission, READ_LOGS [14], that allows the app to read the entire system log, including entries from other apps and the operating system itself. Android’s official documentation states that this permission is “not for use by third-party applications, because Log entries can contain the user’s private information” [14]. The documentation, unfortunately, does not provide a definition of what a third-party application is.

This permission allows device manufacturers and Google to obtain crash reports and other useful information so that they can monitor and debug runtime behaviour. However, incorrect use of the logging system through excessive logging of sensitive information can cause privacy and security harm to users as privileged, preinstalled apps can access any data in the logs and potentially leak this information. For this reason, Google recommends that app developers remove logging statements and the android:debuggable attribute from the manifest file prior to releasing an app [17].

Our work is motivated by Reardon’s observation that Android devices were logging detailed information from users of the Google-Apple Exposure Notification (GAEN) framework [47, 51], including “anonymous” identifiers and diagnoses, which could then appear alongside other identifiable information in the system log. We validated Reardon’s findings using a custom COVID Alert app that used the GAEN framework, provided by the Canadian Digital Service. This allowed us to test the logging behaviours surrounding sensitive events—such as reporting positive COVID-19 results and uploading the exposure keys—without triggering alerts on the real system. We found that inferential information was logged to the system log as to whether a user tested positive for COVID-19 and whether they opted to upload their diagnosis. This logging was performed by Google Mobile Services (GMS), indicating that it likely occurred across all Android devices running authorized GAEN apps (i.e., it was not unique to a particular OEM or contact-tracing app). Figure 2 shows an example of this logging.

Moreover, we observed that the Android Open Source Project (AOSP) also logged inferential information regarding the user’s COVID-19 status. In particular, AOSP’s ActivityManager, which is responsible for starting and running apps, would log the name of launched activities: user-interface elements, with developer-provided names that may reflect their purpose, within apps. In the con-
The security considerations of logging systems have long been recognized, such as in RFC 3164, which first documented BSD syslog in 2001 [46]. Logging detailed information during development may be helpful and perhaps even be essential to ensure that the software is behaving correctly, but, in a production environment, this same information can be a liability if exposed to attackers, since observed log messages can provide hints to someone trying to compromise the system [36]. The security risks of logging sensitive information have been documented as a common software weakness in CWE-532 [27], which describes ways in which inappropriate logging can guide potential attackers or reveal user information. This type of software defect has been observed in the wild. For example, as described in CVE-2017-9615, Cognito Software Moneyworks version 8.0.3 and earlier wrote the administrator password to a world-readable file due to verbose logging [24]. This defect allowed attackers to gain administrator access to all data. This defect has also been observed in software that had otherwise been designed for security purposes. CVE-2018-1999036 describes the case where the SSH key passphrase was logged in plain text by an SSH agent plugin [25]. The risk of damage from exposed sensitive log information can be particularly acute when logs can be correlated across a diverse collection of software components, as this correlation may reveal more information than each part separately. Yet, completely anonymous and unlinkable data can be functionally useless.

Zeng et al. previously studied logging practices in mobile apps [69]. They conducted a case study of 1,444 open source Android apps available for download from the F-Droid repository [33] and found that while the majority of logging statements were useful for debugging purposes, excessive logging often still occurred in the release versions of apps, resulting in measurable performance impacts. Additionally, they discovered that developers often chose a logging level inconsistent with the reason for the logging.

Zhou et al. explored the connection between logging and privacy in Android apps [70]. They showed that log statements are common in the release version of many apps and that poor logging practices were connected to the leaking of sensitive data. The leaked data included account names, password information, location information, and device data, such as the MAC address, International Mobile Equipment Identity number (IMEI), and SIM serial number [70].

Despite the potential for introducing privacy and security harm to end users, the research community has not yet performed a systematic analysis of the connection between an inappropriate use of the Android log system by Android app developers—who log Personally Identifiable Information (PII) to system logs despite Google’s recommendations—and the wide range of privileged system apps that can read and collect these logs through the READ_LOGS permission.

### Related Work

The security considerations of logging systems have long been recognized, such as in RFC 3164, which first documented BSD syslog in 2001 [46]. Logging detailed information during development may be helpful and perhaps even be essential to ensure that the software is behaving correctly, but, in a production environment, this same information can be a liability if exposed to attackers, since observed log messages can provide hints to someone trying to compromise the system [36]. The security risks of logging sensitive information have been documented as a common software weakness in CWE-532 [27], which describes ways in which inappropriate logging can guide potential attackers or reveal user information. This type of software defect has been observed in the wild. For example, as described in CVE-2017-9615, Cognito Software Moneyworks version 8.0.3 and earlier wrote the administrator password to a world-readable file due to verbose logging [24]. This defect allowed attackers to gain administrator access to all data. This defect has also been observed in software that had otherwise been designed for security purposes. CVE-2018-1999036 describes the case where the SSH key passphrase was logged in plain text by an SSH agent plugin [25]. The risk of damage from exposed sensitive log information can be particularly acute when logs can be correlated across a diverse collection of software components, as this correlation may reveal more information than each part separately. Yet, completely anonymous and unlinkable data can be functionally useless.

Zeng et al. previously studied logging practices in mobile apps [69]. They conducted a case study of 1,444 open source Android apps available for download from the F-Droid repository [33] and found that while the majority of logging statements were useful for debugging purposes, excessive logging often still occurred in the release versions of apps, resulting in measurable performance impacts. Additionally, they discovered that developers often chose a logging level inconsistent with the reason for the logging.

Zhou et al. explored the connection between logging and privacy in Android apps [70]. They showed that log statements are common in the release version of many apps and that poor logging practices were connected to the leaking of sensitive data. The leaked data included account names, password information, location information, and device data, such as the MAC address, International Mobile Equipment Identity number (IMEI), and SIM serial number [70].

Despite the potential for introducing privacy and security harm to end users, the research community has not yet performed a systematic analysis of the connection between an inappropriate use of the Android log system by Android app developers—who log Personally Identifiable Information (PII) to system logs despite Google’s recommendations—and the wide range of privileged system apps that can read and collect these logs through the READ_LOGS permission.
4.1 Personal and Device Identifiers

We searched for the following identifiers: (i) direct identifiers, which are e-mail addresses, phone numbers, and user names; (ii) indirect identifiers, which are Android IDs, device MAC addresses, IMEI, and serial numbers; (iii) user location, which are fine- and coarse-grain GPS coordinates—we consider GPS coordinates to be present if both the latitude and longitude are juxtaposed; we consider fine location to have three decimals of accuracy (≈100 m) and coarse location to have two decimals (≈1 km). We also use identifiers relevant for “assisted-GPS,” which are the MAC addresses of nearby Bluetooth (BT) devices and the SSIDs and MAC addresses of both connected and nearby WiFi routers. We note that BT MAC addresses can be used to infer users’ social graphs, whereas static BT devices can be used for inferring users’ geolocation. Note that Android requires that apps hold a location permission to access the MACs and SSIDs of nearby WiFi devices [16] since scan results reveal user location [1, 55].

We also distinguish between a real and a randomized MAC address. The real MAC address is the one that is provided by the device manufacturer; the former three octets indicate the manufacturer and the latter three indicate the device itself. A randomized MAC address is instead a random MAC-address-sized value that can be used to hide the real MAC address when doing public connections, e.g., associating with an access point. Android uses a new randomized MAC address when first associating over WiFi, but it is only randomly generated when first connecting to a particular SSID. That is, once the MAC address is randomly selected, it continues to be used for connecting to the same access point going forward and so continues to serve both as an identifier and as an indicator of location.

We search for identifiers in log files in a number of ways by removing and altering relevant punctuation and applying standard encodings appropriate to its type. For example, MAC addresses are sought with and without colon separators and with the colons replaced with hyphens. User names and SSIDs are sought normally and with HTTP-safe encoding; strings and hexadecimal sequences are examined without regard for case. We also search for base64 encodings of the identifiers, as well as MD5, SHA1, and SHA256 hashes. While hashes are considered to be present if both the latitude and longitude are juxtaposed; we consider fine location to have three decimals of accuracy (≈100 m) and coarse location to have two decimals (≈1 km). We also use identifiers relevant for “assisted-GPS,” which are the MAC addresses of nearby Bluetooth (BT) devices and the SSIDs and MAC addresses of both connected and nearby WiFi routers. We note that BT MAC addresses can be used to infer users’ social graphs, whereas static BT devices can be used for inferring users’ geolocation. Note that Android requires that apps hold a location permission to access the MACs and SSIDs of nearby WiFi devices [16] since scan results reveal user location [1, 55].

We also distinguish between a real and a randomized MAC address. The real MAC address is the one that is provided by the device manufacturer; the former three octets indicate the manufacturer and the latter three indicate the device itself. A randomized MAC address is instead a random MAC-address-sized value that can be used to hide the real MAC address when doing public connections, e.g., associating with an access point. Android uses a new randomized MAC address when first associating over WiFi, but it is only randomly generated when first connecting to a particular SSID. That is, once the MAC address is randomly selected, it continues to be used for connecting to the same access point going forward and so continues to serve both as an identifier and as an indicator of location.

We search for identifiers in log files in a number of ways by removing and altering relevant punctuation and applying standard encodings appropriate to its type. For example, MAC addresses are sought with and without colon separators and with the colons replaced with hyphens. User names and SSIDs are sought normally and with HTTP-safe encoding; strings and hexadecimal sequences are examined without regard for case. We also search for base64 encodings of the identifiers, as well as MD5, SHA1, and SHA256 hashes. While hashes are considered to be present if both the latitude and longitude are juxtaposed; we consider fine location to have three decimals of accuracy (≈100 m) and coarse location to have two decimals (≈1 km). We also use identifiers relevant for “assisted-GPS,” which are the MAC addresses of nearby Bluetooth (BT) devices and the SSIDs and MAC addresses of both connected and nearby WiFi routers. We note that BT MAC addresses can be used to infer users’ social graphs, whereas static BT devices can be used for inferring users’ geolocation. Note that Android requires that apps hold a location permission to access the MACs and SSIDs of nearby WiFi devices [16] since scan results reveal user location [1, 55].

We also distinguish between a real and a randomized MAC address. The real MAC address is the one that is provided by the device manufacturer; the former three octets indicate the manufacturer and the latter three indicate the device itself. A randomized MAC address is instead a random MAC-address-sized value that can be used to hide the real MAC address when doing public connections, e.g., associating with an access point. Android uses a new randomized MAC address when first associating over WiFi, but it is only randomly generated when first connecting to a particular SSID. That is, once the MAC address is randomly selected, it continues to be used for connecting to the same access point going forward and so continues to serve both as an identifier and as an indicator of location.

We search for identifiers in log files in a number of ways by removing and altering relevant punctuation and applying standard encodings appropriate to its type. For example, MAC addresses are sought with and without colon separators and with the colons replaced with hyphens. User names and SSIDs are sought normally and with HTTP-safe encoding; strings and hexadecimal sequences are examined without regard for case. We also search for base64 encodings of the identifiers, as well as MD5, SHA1, and SHA256 hashes. While hashes are considered to be present if both the latitude and longitude are juxtaposed; we consider fine location to have three decimals of accuracy (≈100 m) and coarse location to have two decimals (≈1 km). We also use identifiers relevant for “assisted-GPS,” which are the MAC addresses of nearby Bluetooth (BT) devices and the SSIDs and MAC addresses of both connected and nearby WiFi routers. We note that BT MAC addresses can be used to infer users’ social graphs, whereas static BT devices can be used for inferring users’ geolocation. Note that Android requires that apps hold a location permission to access the MACs and SSIDs of nearby WiFi devices [16] since scan results reveal user location [1, 55].

We also distinguish between a real and a randomized MAC address. The real MAC address is the one that is provided by the device manufacturer; the former three octets indicate the manufacturer and the latter three indicate the device itself. A randomized MAC address is instead a random MAC-address-sized value that can be used to hide the real MAC address when doing public connections, e.g., associating with an access point. Android uses a new randomized MAC address when first associating over WiFi, but it is only randomly generated when first connecting to a particular SSID. That is, once the MAC address is randomly selected, it continues to be used for connecting to the same access point going forward and so continues to serve both as an identifier and as an indicator of location.

We search for identifiers in log files in a number of ways by removing and altering relevant punctuation and applying standard encodings appropriate to its type. For example, MAC addresses are sought with and without colon separators and with the colons replaced with hyphens. User names and SSIDs are sought normally and with HTTP-safe encoding; strings and hexadecimal sequences are examined without regard for case. We also search for base64 encodings of the identifiers, as well as MD5, SHA1, and SHA256 hashes. While hashes are considered to be present if both the latitude and longitude are juxtaposed; we consider fine location to have three decimals of accuracy (≈100 m) and coarse location to have two decimals (≈1 km). We also use identifiers relevant for “assisted-GPS,” which are the MAC addresses of nearby Bluetooth (BT) devices and the SSIDs and MAC addresses of both connected and nearby WiFi routers. We note that BT MAC addresses can be used to infer users’ social graphs, whereas static BT devices can be used for inferring users’ geolocation. Note that Android requires that apps hold a location permission to access the MACs and SSIDs of nearby WiFi devices [16] since scan results reveal user location [1, 55].

4.2 Dynamic Analysis

We ran a variety of stock unrooted smartphones and captured their system logs. Next, we automated the execution of a variety of apps and collected their system logs. The purpose for both these analyses was to understand what sort of PII may be present in system logs.

4.3 Attributing Log Tags

We looked at five sources of log entries: (i) core system services and development libraries included with AOSP; (ii) device drivers necessary to run AOSP on specific hardware;
development libraries and services provided by Google, including GMS; (iv) other third-party SDKs and frameworks used by app developers; and (v) the apps themselves.

Each log entry has a corresponding log tag that indicates the source of the log entry. In order to attribute log entries to specific apps or to the system, we examined apps and AOSP for tags that we observed occurring in the system log files.

We analyzed the AOSP source code to identify log tags used by the open source components of the operating system and libraries. In most cases, the tags used for logging were defined as constants in either the class or a particular source code file and were identifiable by name (e.g., static final strings named TAG or LOG_TAG). In other cases, they were defined as constants with different names, but were still identifiable because they were used as a parameter for a call to a standard logging function. Some tags, however, were constructed dynamically to attribute the entry to the caller of the function. For some processes associated with AOSP, the log tag was not explicitly defined and defaulted to the process name.

Analyzing a compiled app is more challenging. Apps may have their own wrapper around Android’s logging API and developers may use code obfuscation techniques. Our general approach to extracting log tags from an app was to decode the Android Package File (APK) using apktool [67]. We then searched for logging-relevant code in the small files and tracked where in the code these calls were made.

4.4 Measuring PII in the Wild

We gathered information from real phones using crowdsourcing methods to determine if PII is typically found in device log files. Collecting results from a variety of devices is necessary since different models may have different software loaded by the manufacturer or carriers. In addition, due to regional customization of devices, not all models are the same in all markets around the world and crowdsourcing allows us to collect data on a diversity of models that would not be available to us otherwise. Finally, the choices of apps installed by users will also impact the PII logged.

Using the WebUSB facility built into recent versions of Google Chrome [39], we developed a website and accompanying app that analyzed the phones of volunteers for the presence of PII in system logs. Figure 4 provides an overview. Our IRB agreed with our assessment that this research did not meet the definition of “human subjects research,” and therefore declined to review it. That is, while humans were involved, we were not collecting data about human behaviour, nor was human behaviour a focus of our study [52]; we were using humans to crowdsource data from a diverse set of devices and apps. (Even though the data could reveal details about individuals, we did not use it for that purpose, and therefore the study does not meet the legal definition of human subjects research.) Nonetheless, we still applied the same protections that are used in human subjects research: we directed prospective participants to a website that included an overview of the procedure, a consent form, and a privacy policy that included examples of the data to be collected. We thus received informed consent from all participants.

We took great care to not collect any identifiable information from the phones or information that could be used to identify a specific volunteer. This is why we spent many months constructing an online environment using WebAssembly and WebUSB so that raw logs would not leave participants’ browsers (i.e., it would have saved a lot of time and given us better data if we had simply uploaded the raw logs). Log files on participants’ USB-connected phones were processed by their web browsers, which then transmitted reports to us listing the types of data found, rather than the logs themselves.

The Android Debug Bridge for Web Browsers library [23] enabled the scripts on our website to use the ADB [12] protocol to access the phone, retrieve identifiers, manage the installation and removal of our analysis app, and access the logs. Our scripts also used ADB commands to toggle the Bluetooth and WiFi radios to exercise the logging that occurs during regular operations, such as establishing network connections. We separately analyzed the logs for PII before and after this intentional exercise of code paths.

---

145 C.F.R. §46.102(e)(1).

2While we took steps to not associate the collected metadata with other identifiers, it is certainly possible that unique combinations of app names in conjunction with data from other sources could still identify participants, which is why we are not releasing our data. We believe that all of the claims that we make in this paper can be independently verified without it.
We wrote an Android app that was used by our website scripts to gather identifiers available to user-installed apps, in addition to the ones available with ADB. Depending on the version of Android, some identifiers can neither be accessed through ADB nor through our app. In particular, the IMEI is unavailable in Android 10 and up, the phone number is unavailable for version 11 and up, and only the randomized WiFi MAC is available in versions 11 and up, while the true MAC is completely unavailable [13]. While we could have asked our volunteers to provide such identifiers by navigating layers of settings manually, we opted to minimize participation friction and excluded those identifiers in our analysis.

Logs were processed to determine if any of the gathered identifiers were stored in any log messages. In order to preserve volunteers’ privacy, the phone logs were never uploaded to our website. Rather, logs were analyzed by JavaScript and WebAssembly programs run within each user’s browser. If PII was detected in a log line, then the programs reported the log tag associated with it, the name of the process matching the Process Identifier (PID) stored in that line, and the PII type. Importantly, the specific PII never left participants’ browsers and we disabled our logging of the PII to the JavaScript console before deploying our production build.

Upon completion, this data along with generic data, such as model, manufacturer, etc., about the phone were submitted to our server. We then instructed participants to disable developer mode and USB debugging.

We filtered the crowdsourced data to exclude incomplete reports, as well as reports from devices with build variants [8] or signatures [19] that indicated development devices. We excluded development devices because they may have additional, non-standard logging enabled. Beyond these filtering steps, we neither attempted to identify nor excluded counterfeit devices, nor ones that might be rooted. The goal of this part of the study was to identify whether PII is typically found in log files of devices that are being used by users in the field, not necessarily to tie a specific device to a specific manufacturer. Since we did not collect a complete list of the apps that were installed on the devices, we cannot be completely sure what entity was responsible for any given log entry.

4.5 Manual App Inspection

We selectively analyzed apps by executing them manually and then inspected the logs for any potential PII that could be attributed to the app. This approach allowed us to execute apps in a more realistic manner than afforded by the Android exercise monkey, at a cost of not being fully automated and consequently less scalable. However, it did allow us to inspect the logs more creatively and to search for types of PII that might be missed by our automated testbed.

We examined the logging behaviour of 230 Android applications taken from the Google Play Store’s top app charts. Given that Android logs the names of “activities” as an app executes, we also examined the list of activities declared in the application manifest to assess whether private information about the user, the device, or their actions may be revealed simply through normal interaction with the application.

5 Results: PII in the Logs

In this section, we present our analysis of the kinds of PII present in Android system logs by both system and user-installed apps using the approaches described in §§4.2 to 4.4. First, we examined a variety of stock, unrooted mobile phones from different manufacturers to dynamically see what PII was logged by default by system components; we then looked more deeply into AOSP to find the logging that was enabled by default. Second, we performed a crowdsourcing experiment to determine what PII was logged in the wild by both user-installed and preloaded apps. Finally, we present specific results from a set of case studies into particular apps and SDKs using manual analysis of the apps while collecting the logs. Our results show that a large variety of PII is typically logged and logs are capable of identifying the user of the device and providing location information.

5.1 Analysis of Default Logging

Between March and June of 2021, we purchased new Android smartphones from Amazon and carrier stores, corresponding to a variety of brands and models (our goal was to optimize for a diversity of devices). We examined each phone in a controlled environment to observe what information they wrote to the system logs; Table 1 gives the results of this experiment. Motivated by the findings of GAEN-related data in the logs, we searched for either emitted or received payloads of Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) messages in addition to the PII types described in §4.1.

Overall, we found that email addresses were consistently logged across devices (e.g., due to Google Play Services), as well as information about the currently-connected WiFi hotspots. This WiFi information is considered location data [57, 61–63], and it has been shown that location traces are highly unique between individuals [28]. Databases exist to precisely map the locations of WiFi hotspots for enabling network-based geolocation [66]; consequently, Android requires a location permission simply to access information about nearby WiFi routers. Precise GPS coordinates were logged by a majority of devices that we examined. Two devices, the Blu Studio Mini and Nokia 3.4, logged the MAC addresses of nearby BLE devices; the latter also logged the full Bluetooth beacon payload of broadcast messages sent by nearby BLE devices. We shared several of these findings with a subset of the manufacturers in 2021.

We prioritized purchasing inexpensive devices, so that we could acquire a broader sample. However, as a result, many of these devices arrived with older versions of Android (e.g., the
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Android Version</th>
<th>GPS</th>
<th>SSID</th>
<th>BSSID</th>
<th>WiFi MAC</th>
<th>IMEI</th>
<th>Ser#</th>
<th>AAID</th>
<th>Phone #</th>
<th>Email Address</th>
<th>Nearby SSIDs</th>
<th>Nearby BSSIDs</th>
<th>BT MAC</th>
<th>BT Payloads</th>
<th>READ LogS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Blackberry</td>
<td>Priv</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blu</td>
<td>Studio Mini</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cabot</td>
<td>Note 7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>Pixel 3a</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei</td>
<td>Nova 5T</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG</td>
<td>K51</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>G Play</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>moto g7 plus</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>One 5G Ace</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>N/A*</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy A12</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>Galaxy A21S</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>12</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>Xperia F3113</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>uleFone</td>
<td>Note 11P</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZTE</td>
<td>Blade A5 2020</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The various devices we tested from March-June of 2021, including the versions of Android preinstalled and whether they were observed logging various identifiers and proximate data. The last column indicates the number of preinstalled apps that had been granted the READ_LOGS permission. Five phones supported major OS upgrades when we retested them in February 2023, the results of which are depicted on subsequent rows; three devices could not be located for retesting (Huawei Nova 9, Samsung A12, and ZTE Blade A5 2020). (*)This phone was carrier locked and a compatible SIM card could not be found for retesting.

Blackberry Priv with Android 6). By policy, Android OEMs must provide at least one major OS update, which tend to be released annually [22]. Thus, in addition to examining a baseline by examining the sensitive information logged by the phones with the shipped software, we decided in February of 2023 to examine which, if any, of these phones could be updated to new major versions of Android and whether those updates changed the amount of sensitive information logged (especially since we had alerted a few of these manufacturers to these issues almost two years prior).

While two of the phones in Table 1 could not be located for retesting (Samsung A12 and ZTE Blade A5 2020), of the remaining 13, only 5 had major OS upgrades available. Worse, the logging of sensitive information did not appear to decrease in subsequent Android versions:

- Google Pixel 3a: while we did not observe the IMEI or WiFi MAC continue to be logged after upgrading from Android 9 to 12, we observed the additional logging of nearby WiFi networks (SSIDs and BSSIDs) in 12.
- LG K51: GPS coordinates were no longer observed in the logs when upgrading from Android 10 to 12, however, we observed the WiFi MAC address, which was not observed previously.
- Motorola One 5G Ace: we did not observe the IMEI or WiFi MAC continue to be logged when upgrading from Android 10 to 11, however, the upgrade resulted in observations of nearby SSIDs, BSSIDs, and Bluetooth MAC addresses, which were not previously observed.
We describe and discuss relevant cases next: when MAC address randomization occurs, which includes works. In the periodic group rekeying operation, it logs the randomization is to have a device’s MAC addresses be un-
nected router’s SSID. Given that the purpose of MAC address
both the old and the new MAC address along with the con-
SSID. The wpa_supplicant driver also logs both the router
MAC address and the router SSID in the same line for all
routers during an initial scan. This logging is done by
default but can be suppressed by setting the compile-time flag
CONFIG_NO_WPA_MSG, which additionally disables
the informational messages. It should be noted that one phone
in our collection, a Xiaomi Redmi Note 9 running Android 11,
did not log wpa_supplicant messages, which suggests that
its production code was built with these options set.

wpa_supplicant This is used to connect to WiFi net-
works. In the periodic group rekeying operation, it logs the
MAC address of the WiFi router. It also logs the device’s
own MAC address during initialization of the driver. Dur-
ing initial connection to a WiFi network, it logs the router’s
SSID when trying to associate and logs the router’s MAC
multiple times after associating, thus linking the MAC and
SSID. The wpa_supplicant driver also logs both the router
MAC address and the router SSID in the same line for all
nearby routers during an initial scan. This logging is done by
default but can be suppressed by setting the compile-time flag
CONFIG_NO_STDOUT_DEBUG, which disables the debug mes-
messages or CONFIG_NO_WPA_MSG, which additionally disables
the informational messages. It should be noted that one phone
in our collection, a Xiaomi Redmi Note 9 running Android 11,
did not log wpa_supplicant messages, which suggests that
its production code was built with these options set.

DHCP client This is used to lease IP addresses from a
DHCP server. The implementation has a boolean DBG variable
that is set by default to true, and which guards logging in the
class. When logging happens, the received packets are logged
using their toString method whose implementation logs the
randomized MAC address of the mobile device.

WifiService This is used to manage the device’s WiFi
connections, and has multiple log lines that include PII. One
is an information message about default gateways that in-
cludes the router’s MAC address. Another is a log line written
when MAC address randomization occurs, which includes
both the old and the new MAC address along with the con-
ected router’s SSID. Given that the purpose of MAC address
randomization is to have a device’s MAC addresses be un-
linkable, the fact that both the old and new values are logged
together undermines that objective.

BluetoothManagerService This is used to manage the
device’s BT connections. It logs the device’s real BT MAC
address in a few places, as well as the device’s “name.” This
name is freely changeable by the device owner, but in many in-
stances has a default value with a structure like “John Smith’s
phone.” A lower-layer component in the hardware project also
logs the real BT MAC address in its get_local_address
function call. Due to nature of assigning MAC addresses dur-
ing manufacturing, the device’s real Bluetooth address and
its real WiFi address are often similar; all the phones that
we checked differed only in the two lowest-order bits of the
last octet. The implementation uses a boolean DBG field set to
true, but we it false the logging would stop.

WifiScoreReport This manages network performance
measurements. If it is not able to start scoring, which hap-
pended periodically in our tests and on our stock device, it logs
warning messages containing the connected router’s SSID
and MAC address along with the randomized MAC address of
the device.

GnssNetworkConnectivityHandler This helps imple-
ment “assisted GPS” which users router MAC addresses and
SSIDs to help with geolocation [64]. It has a method called
updateNetworkState that is periodically invoked. When it
does so, it logs the SSID of the connected router.

ConnectivityService This manages network connec-
tivity on the device. It has a handleNetworkUnvalidated
method that is periodically invoked, at which point it logs a
NetworkAgentInfo object. This includes the connected
router’s SSID and MAC address along with the MAC address
of the device. This logging is controlled with a class static
DBG boolean configured to true. It also has a makeDefault
method that logs both the router’s SSID and its MAC address,
also controlled by the DBG flag.

KeyguardUpdateMonitor This is a component in An-
droid’s telephony stack. It has a method that logs the
toString representation of telephony objects called Subscrip-
tionInfo. These include the user’s real phone number along
with other telephony-related values, such as the mobile net-
work code and mobile country code.

Logging in GMS Finally, we noticed that in many apps
the user’s email address associated with the phone was
logged with a number of different log tags that were not in
AOSP. These were SignInPerformer-X for some number X,
Backup, and CheckAccountFragment. Using the fact that the
system log included the process IDs that caused the logging,
we were able to confirm that the relevant processes belong to
components of GMS.
The majority of the devices in our dataset were running Android 11 or newer with the most represented manufacturers being Samsung, Xiaomi, and Huawei. The top manufacturers in our sample correlates with statistics available online [59].

Table 2: Participant distribution by continent.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Europe</td>
<td>712</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South America</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oceania</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Manufacturers by Android Version. The manufacturer name is based on the ro.product.manufacturer system property. The number of models observed for each manufacturer is a count of all of the unique values of ro.product.manufacturer seen for that manufacturer and thus may include several different variants that share a common marketing name. The Android version is determined by the value of ro.build.version.release as reported by the device.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Android Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Count</td>
<td>Nov 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motorola</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OnePlus</td>
<td>30</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
<td>14</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nokia</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Realme</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LG Electronics</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppo</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASUS</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCL/Alcatel</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZTE</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenovo</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hisense</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivo</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tinno</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mobicel</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vodafone</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other (24)</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4 summarizes the PII types we searched for in our crowdsourced data and the prevalence with which they were found from the perspective of devices, manufacturers, and Android versions. The detection of some of the PII types also depends on the environment of the device during the test. For example, the BT scan results will only log information were other BT devices broadcasting at the right time. Thus, our

5.2 PII in the Wild Experiment

Inspecting devices for logged PII at scale is challenging. Purchasing every handset model from every manufacturer is costly even without considering further regional variations of devices like customizations set by MNOs and the specific apps that users install. Thus, we turned to crowdsourcing to collect data from a variety of devices around the world to measure whether PII is broadly found on phones.

We primarily recruited participants through the crowdsourcing sites Prolific and Amazon Mechanical Turk; we recruited additional volunteers through our personal networks. Our data collection period ran from March 2, 2022 through March 21, 2022. In total, 1,400 participants submitted reports for 1,405 unique devices comprising 571 model variants from 46 manufacturers running 17 different releases of Android.

We identified unique devices by taking the Android ID, or serial number if the Android ID was unavailable, and used it as the key in an HMAC function to generate the tag for a constant string. Note that this method is how Android IDs are generated as of Android 8, and so using this method ensures that we use the same privacy-preserving approach for devices running Android 7 or lower, or which do not have an Android ID available. We identify model variants from the ro.product.manufacturer property reported by the OS. Note that this is a self-reported and not-attested value; it can be bogus, e.g., for a counterfeit device [5, 35, 48, 60].

Since manufacturers have regional customizations for their phones, we also estimated the geographical dispersion of our participants by geolocating the countries corresponding to the IP addresses in our web server request logs to ensure that crowdsourced submissions were not all from a particular region. The results displayed in Table 2 show that just under 60% of our participants were from Europe, with the next most represented regions being North America and Africa.

After filtering out incomplete reports and devices that appeared to be used for development, our crowdsourced data represents 529 model variants from 45 manufacturers. Table 3 shows the number of models and the number of devices running each OS version for the most common manufacturers. The majority of the devices in our dataset were running Android 11 or newer with the most represented manufacturers being Samsung, Xiaomi, and Huawei. The top manufacturers in our sample correlates with statistics available online [59].

Because the app and script used to analyze the device for PII were intended to trigger logging, the script first retrieved the logs after first connecting to the phone and then a second time after attempting functions such as toggling the WiFi connection, initiating a BT scan, and retrieving the location. We believe it is reasonable to assume that users normally take these actions. For example, toggling the WiFi triggers a scan that will also happen when devices change locations. Since older log entries are continuously replaced, an increase in the amount of PII being detected the second time that a scan is run suggests that the system itself is logging that information as opposed to a user-installed app.

Table 4 shows an increase in the WiFi and BT scan information reported, which suggests that the system itself is logging information as opposed to a user-installed app.

Table 4 summarizes the PII types we searched for in our crowdsourced data and the prevalence with which they were found from the perspective of devices, manufacturers, and Android versions. The detection of some of the PII types also depends on the environment of the device during the test. For example, the BT scan results will only log information were other BT devices broadcasting at the right time. Thus, our
results are a lower bound for what may occur. Note that the primary goal of this part of the experiment was to understand whether the system log personally identifies the owner.

Table 4 also demonstrates how PII logging changed among versions of Android, with some types maintaining their prevalence while others changed. The detection of Android IDs changed significantly for a couple of reasons. With older releases of Android, the Android ID was generated when the device was first configured, whereas as of Android 8, it is scoped by signing key and user (i.e., apps signed by different keys will see a different value for the Android ID) [18]. Furthermore, as of Android 10, access to non-resettable identifiers, such as MAC addresses, has also become restricted [13].

We broadly detected PII across the different manufacturers with all manufacturers having at least one device with at least one piece of PII detected in its logs. In Table 4, a manufacturer is considered positive if one single device has PII detected in its logs. As noted earlier, our dataset is dominated by the major manufacturers that ship the most devices. Thus, it is interesting to note the PII types that were detected by a strong majority of manufacturers even though most were represented by a small number of devices. The BT Name and WiFi Randomized MAC address were detected on devices by most manufacturers, suggesting that this information is being logged by processes that are common across all AOSP derivatives, such as by the common services discussed in §5.1 or by very popular apps. Logging of PII does not seem to be restricted to devices produced by a small group of manufacturers, but seems to be common across the ecosystem.

Leveraging the information described in §5.1 and the dataset of preinstalled apps gathered by Gamba et al. [35], we attributed the source of the PII in the log to either being from the OS, an app found to have been preinstalled previously, or a normal app; we display the results in Table 5. Since we did not collect a list of the apps that were installed on each device—which could be uniquely identifying—we relied on the reported log tags and process information available. If we could match the process name to a package name in the above dataset and that package had been observed to be preinstalled in the past, then we counted it in the preinstalled category. If the process information or log tag matched a known system process, then we classified it in the OS category. Note that the division between these two groups is somewhat arbitrary since many of the core apps that make the device usable are in the preinstalled category. Normal apps and log entries that we could not account for are grouped together in the last column. Thus, these numbers should be taken as approximate at best.

Confirming our findings in §5.1, we found that a majority of devices logged location information either explicitly as GPS coordinates or through surrogates, such as WiFi and BT scan data. Our results show that 94.1% of devices had at least one piece of PII detected in the logs that corresponds to 1,142 of 1,214 devices.

### 5.3 Case Studies in Logging

A manual analysis of select apps on our own devices allows us to execute apps in a more realistic manner than is possible under automated testing and to more exhaustively examine...
logging behaviour. Recall that our field study did not collect any logs from users’ devices for privacy reasons. We therefore augment this with case studies of particular apps in the popular lists of categories on the Google Play Store to examine possible privacy risks.

Logging Activity Names by the OS As described in §2, the Android OS logs the names of UI-based Android app components, called activities, whenever one is launched. Developers, who may be unaware of this logging, often use developer-friendly names for these activities, such as “CheckoutActivity,” “OrderSummaryActivity,” “ResetPasswordActivity,” etc. This can result in a user’s actions within an app being revealed in the log by virtue of this logging.

From May–June 2022, we tested 230 Android apps primarily from the popular lists of every Google Play Store category. We examined the manifest files, which declare a list of activities, to assess whether the activity names could reveal sensitive information about a user or their interactions. When revealing activity names were encountered, we ran the app manually on a stock Google Pixel 3a running the latest version of Android 12 to see if the activity name was logged while using the app. We uncovered several examples of apps that had activity names that potentially revealed sensitive information about a user or their actions within an app.

Clue Period Tracker (com.clue.android, version 2937) is an ovulation and pregnancy tool that helps users who are menstruating, pregnant, or postpartum to track information about their health. We found that certain app activities are only visited when a user indicates that they are pregnant and so the presence of PregnancyInfoActivity in the logs reveals that the user had indicated to the app that they are pregnant. Furthermore, the transition out of the pregnancy mode uses a different activity depending on the reason for the transition provided by the user. A different activity is launched when a user moves directly into the postpartum mode versus when a user clicks “No Longer Pregnant”— the latter selection prompts users to select options such as abortion and miscarriage, along with a few variations of successful childbirth. Note that the selection made in the “No Longer Pregnant” pathway does not cause specific activities to be launched, but the differentiation between the standard postpartum exit and the alternative is clearly defined. Similarly, Xiaomi Health (com.xiaomi.hm.health, version 50581) has several health activities related to menstruation and pregnancy.

Apps with a calling feature, such as Discord (com.discord, version 126012) or Microsoft Teams (com.microsoft.teams, version 2022304413), also feature sensitive activity names that reveal the timing of activities. With both apps, we were able to identify when a call occurred due to their aptly named in-call activities. Microsoft Teams also had activities related to leaving a call, so the duration of a call can be calculated from the log. When Discord shows an incoming call, WidgetVoiceCallIncoming is logged revealing that the call was incoming as opposed to outgoing.

We also found several other apps with sensitive activity names. Discount (com.ideomobile.discount, version 2375), an Israeli banking app, has several activity names that expose various banking information, such as creating a foreign account, applying for a new loan, repaying a loan early, ordering a credit card, examining a mortgage loan, examining a pension, and freezing a credit card. Norton 360: Mobile Security (com.symantec.mobilesecurity, version 220520002) has an activity titled “MalwareFoundActivity” that static analysis showed launches when the app detects the presence of malware on a device. Twitter (com.twitter.android, version 29440001) has a “ToxicTweetNudgeActivity” referring to a reminder it uses to prompt users to review and revise potentially harmful or offensive replies. Dynamic testing showed that when a user drafts a message that Twitter considers potentially toxic, it launches this activity to prompt the poster to reconsider. Finally, 20 applications had at least one activity related to resetting or changing a password.

Apps that log PIIF Several of the applications that we examined log potentially sensitive data during their normal usage. Google Calendar (com.google.android.calendar, version 2017077928) is one of the preinstalled apps on many Google-certified Android smartphones. We tested the app on both a Samsung Galaxy S22 and a Google Pixel 3a and found that the email address of the calendar event creator—not necessarily the owner of the device—was logged whenever an event or task on that calendar was triggered.

The preinstalled Contacts app of the Google Pixel (com.google.android.contacts, version 2826706), logs metadata during the process of sharing a contact. When a contact is shared, the name of the created VCF file encodes the contact’s real name, e.g., “John Smith” results in a file named “John%20Smith.vcf,” and that filename is then logged.
We investigated the Clock app (com.google.android.deskclcock, version 72004798) that is preinstalled on the Pixel 3a and found several lines in the logs that occurred only when an alarm was triggered. The message “AlarmClock: Adjusting state from [...] to FIRING” is logged whenever an alarm begins to ring. A similar message is also logged when the user dismisses the alarm by changing its state to DISMISSED by ending the alarm or to SNOOZED by snoozing the alarm. A line is also logged by “ConditionProviders.SCP” when the alarm is triggered that expresses the current time when the alarm is triggered. A line is also logged by “ConditionProviders.SCP” when the alarm is triggered that expresses the current time when the alarm is triggered.

Logging by SDKs We examined apps from CVS (com.cvs.launchers.cvs, version 778) and Shopper’s Drug Mart (com.lablaw.shoppersdrugmart, version 706)—two prominent pharmacies in the U.S. and Canada, respectively. Both apps featured multiple pharmacy-related functionality along with an online store and COVID-related features. We found logs tagged with AdobeExperienceSDK detailing a user’s actions within each app, and statically and dynamically attributed this logging to Adobe Analytics [2]. Once we saw this tag repeatedly, we more carefully looked at the apps described in §4.2 to identify others with this same log tag.

The CVS app logged the categories used to filter the store; various categories of the store page exist and when a user selects a category to refine their search, this information is present within the logs. We were able to discern from the log messages when someone navigated multiple categories to view emergency contraceptives (e.g., Plan B). The Shopper’s Drug Mart app logs when a user views a product in addition to when they add it to their shopping cart. The specific product along with other user information—including the SHA-256 hash of their login email and whether they are connected to a specific local pharmacy—is included in the log messages.

We investigated this logging and discovered through network analysis that the log messages occur at the same time that this analytics information is submitted to Adobe’s servers. Our investigation further revealed that the logging is controlled by a developer-set LoggingMode configuration option for the SDK and that setting it to a lower level disabled the resulting log messages. We examined 76 apps that used Adobe Analytics and found that 95% of them set the logging level to the DEBUG level or higher, resulting in these apps’ analytics network traffic getting written to the logs. Moreover, we found that AdobeExperienceSDK was the log tag used for logging the Advertising ID, Android ID, router SSID, and precise GPS coordinates. Note that, according to the SDK documentation, the default log level for this library is ERROR, which is reserved for the most serious errors (i.e., 95% of the apps we found using the Adobe Analytics SDK had changed the default logging level). Furthermore, the documentation clearly warns that “using DEBUG or VERBOSE log levels may cause performance or security concerns” [3]. Yet, Adobe’s “Getting Started Guide” features an example in which the log level is set to DEBUG (Figure 5) [4]. (We hypothesize that most developers using this SDK are copying and pasting from the documentation, while ignoring the advice to change the log level in production.) This suggests that at least some of the logging done by embedded SDKs is a result of the app developer misusing the SDK and not configuring it appropriately when releasing the production version of an app.

6 Results: Where Do Logs Go?

In this section we consider who has access to the information in the system log files. Using a taint analysis tool, we identified several instances of preinstalled system apps that access and leak system logs to the cloud or write them to the shared storage, potentially exposing system logs and any PII contained in them to any user-installed app with the READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE permission. Next, we examined OEM privacy policies to identify actors explicitly acknowledging the collection of log data.

6.1 Accessing and Leaking System Logs

Using static analysis methods, we analyzed the preinstalled apps dataset gathered by Gamba et al. [35] using crowdsourcing mechanisms [44] to assess the prevalence of log collection on Android and which parties may access those logs. As of October 8, 2022, this dataset contained 1,395,271 apps from 36,061 device models from 1,069 vendors.

In total, we identified 149,622 apps (1,915 unique package names) requesting the READ_LOGS permission in their manifest file. We note that the READ_LOGS logs permission has a protection level of signature|privileged, meaning that it can only be acquired by system apps either signed with the same certificate as the system or explicitly listed by the device manufacturer [10]. The majority of the apps found reading logs are indeed OEM-developed apps signed with OEM certificates. Unfortunately, in contrast to apps available on app markets, preinstalled apps lack metadata that could be used to categorize them by their purpose or functionality, and the use of self-signed certificates impedes the accurate identification of the developer [35, 42]. To overcome this limitation, we

```
12 public class MainApp extends Application {
13     ...
14     @Override
15     public void onCreate(){
16         super.onCreate();
17         MobileCore.setApplication(this);
18         MobileCore.setLogLevel(LoggingMode.DEBUG);
19         ...
```

Figure 5: The Adobe “Getting Started Guide” [4] features a code snippet in which the log level is changed to DEBUG.
Table 6: Preloaded apps requesting the READ_LOGS permission found on devices from at least 10 different OEMs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Package</th>
<th># OEMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>com.google.android.gsf</td>
<td>745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.google.android.feedback</td>
<td>705</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.google.android.gsf.login</td>
<td>658</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.google.android.gms</td>
<td>584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.mediatek.mklogger</td>
<td>253</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.baidu.map.location</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.google.android.googlequicksearchbox</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.adups.fota</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.kingroot.kinguser</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.mediatek.duraspeed</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.debug.loggerui</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.google.android.projector.gearhead</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.gangyun.beautysnap</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.qualcomm.qti.perfdump</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.mediatek.mobilelog</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.redstone.ota.ui</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.UCMobile.intl</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.qualcomm.qti.RIDL</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.wandroid.suite</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.cleanmaster.mguard</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.mediatek.engineermode</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.rock.gota</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.sprd.runtime</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.lookout</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.softwinner.fireplayer</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.speedynovil.wire</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.huain.runtime</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.evernote</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.qualcomm.logkit</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.sprint.ms.smf.services</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.amazom.mp3</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.gionee.systemmanager</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.google.android.apps.turbo</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.verizon.obdm</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.amazon.venezia</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.baidu.browser.inter</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.bbm</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.gionee.amisystem</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.gionee.softmanager</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.iflytek.speechsuite</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>com.tmobile.pr.adapt</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Preloaded apps requesting the READ_LOGS permission found on devices from at least 10 different OEMs.

We observed third-party non-OEM preinstalled apps requesting access to READ_LOGS. Examples included apps developed and signed by MNOs like Verizon, AT&T, Vodafone, Telefonica, MetroPCS, or Sprint; large companies like Amazon, Baidu, Microsoft, Yahoo!, Qihoo360, Tencent, and Evernote; browsers already known for implementing privacy-intrusive behaviours (e.g., versions of UC Mobile and Baidu Browser); utility apps such as device cleaners (e.g., CleanMaster’s MGaurd), parental control apps (e.g., Kidoz), and anti-virus software (e.g., Lookout and McAfee); Viber’s VoIP client; and even preinstalled malware on low-end Android devices (e.g., com.rock.gota) [56]. In addition, apps from companies offering Firmware Over-the-Air (FOTA) components like Redstone and Adups, which are known for distributing and installing malware [21], also request access to the logs. While some of these package names are available on Google Play, the versions found on preinstalled devices differ.

Although we cannot confidently conclude how these apps were installed on the system partition, it is possible that some of these apps may abuse the lack of control over privileged FOTA components to gain access [21]. In fact, only when these apps are installed on the system partition can they effectively access the logs. Therefore, if Android’s policies are interpreted strictly [14], these apps would be considered as third-party apps and consequently barred from accessing the READ_LOGS permission because “log entries can contain the user’s private information.”

Do these apps leak logs data? Dynamically testing whether system apps requesting the READ_LOGS permission upload logs to servers is not trivial. Preinstalled apps may use features such as the shared user ID [11] and have native dependencies that may cause errors when installed in a testing environment. To overcome these limitations and scale-up the analysis, we built a static taint analyzer on top of Androguard [6] to identify which preinstalled (i.e., system) applications read the system logs and then leak it to different sinks such as network sockets or to files on the SD card which consequently leaks this data to any application with access to the storage permission. Our tool enriches the analysis object created by Androguard [6] to add extra cross-references to account for asynchronous communications such as intents. Unfortunately, static analysis tools are not effective at identifying hidden behaviours that rely on native code, dynamic DEX code loading, or reflection, and may also render false positives due to legacy or dead code that is never executed [35].

To focus our analysis and contextualize it with the results presented in the previous section, we cross-referenced the build fingerprints of the devices observed in our crowdsourcing campaign (§5.2) with the database of preinstalled apps collected using Firmware Scanner [44]. Of the 772 unique build fingerprints, 315 were also present in the Firmware Scanner database.

3 If an app declares a shared user ID that is already in use by another app on the system, then the installation will fail.
ner database and were associated with 1,319 apps requesting the READ_LOGS permission on those devices. When grouped by their package name and signing certificate to identify the developer or the party responsible for the app, we found 237 groups of apps. For each of these groups, we manually inspected the code of the most recent version and found 63 apps that run logcat as a shell command. We found that 7 of the 63 filter the logs after retrieving them, but the rest retain the entire log. For example, some apps search for a specific pattern, such as a package name or PID, or are triggered upon specific events, like an app crash. Surprisingly, 15 of these apps implemented code to save the raw logs directly to the SD card. This may allow actors that request the storage permission to read and subsequently upload such logs files from public storage and thus bypass the READ_LOGS permission entirely. More worrying, we found 9 apps that post raw logs to the Internet. In one case, the logs are sent to a Firebase instance—a third-party service operated by Google. In total, 4,598 users in the preinstalled dataset had at least one app in the system partition either saving the raw logs to the SD card or uploading them to the cloud.

**Case studies** Log leaks can be triggered by specific events, such as app crashes. This is the case with the Google Feedback app (com.android.feedback), which allows the user to attach the system logs to the bug report submitted to Google. We confirmed that the entire system log is sent in an HTTP POST request to www.google.com/tools/feedback/android/__submit, by crashing an app and triggering this feedback operation while monitoring the network traffic. Not only were the logs from the crashing app sent, but also the logs from the operating system and the logs of all other user-space apps running on the phone—including those unrelated to the crash event. In other cases, log collection and leakage may be triggered by the reception of an intent with a specific action, which hints at the existence of one or more additional apps that must have the logic to trigger said behaviour. As previously described, the majority of these preinstalled apps were signed by the manufacturer of the device. However, some of these apps were signed by third-party companies (e.g., Vodafone). We also found other cases where the signing certificate did not give useful information about the identity of the company behind it (e.g., by using names such as C=IL, ST=il, L=TLV, O=Central antivirus, OU=antivirus, CN=Dror Shalev or by using debug certificates). This confirms the lack of control over the software supply chain and highlights the attribution challenges for preinstalled apps, as has already been pointed out in prior work [35].

One interesting case is the set of apps developed by Mobile Posse [29], an advertising company bought by Digital Turbine in February 2020 [30]. We found 8 such apps scattered across 68 unique devices from well-known manufacturers. Manual code inspection showed that all of these apps have the same code to access the logs. First, the code explicitly checks if the app was granted the READ_LOGS permissions and, if so, runs logcat with the `–d` option⁴ and saves the output. It appears that the logs are then converted into a JSON-formatted string and sent as an HTTP POST request to the cloud. While we were not able to confirm with complete certainty the destination of this request, we found strong indications in the code that the logs are sent to a machine hosted on AWS. The app also contains a JSON-formatted string called “schedule” that appears to contain data collection instructions, including which components are to be collected and at what frequency. The schedule contains, among other things, the collect_system_log_schedule operation, which gives the logcat command to run: "logcat -v time -d \*$." The other operations seem to instruct the apps to collect sensitive information, such as the list of installed apps, app usage, visited URLs, geographic and cell location, call history, signal strength, network info, connection speed (with links to test upload and download speed), boot time, SMS usage, battery status, and memory usage. This information would then be sent alongside the logs to the aforementioned domain.

### 6.2 Privacy Policy Analysis

As described earlier, under the current Android security model it is not possible for an app to obtain the required READ_LOGS permission that allows it to read the entire system log unless it is preinstalled—this can only be done by the OEM or another supply chain actor that partners with the OEM. Thus, it is informative to examine the privacy policies of major manufacturers to reveal what claims are made about the log information that they say that they collect, since any app with the READ_LOGS permission can only have been included on the device by their action or consent.

We manually examined the published privacy policies of some of the OEMs with the largest market share and took note about what log information they claimed to collect. A summary of the log information automatically collected is listed in Table 7. The privacy policies of some of the largest OEMs include language that covers their collection of device identifiers, log data, and crash reports—which are expected to include log data. The privacy policies published by Oppo and OnePlus—which share much of the same text for their policies (both of them are manufactured by BBK electronics)—go further than most and clearly show that phone vendors understand what information can end up in the system log:

**Log information:** [Log data] may sometimes include your personal data, such as phone number, email address, Google account or Facebook account. However, we have implemented security measures to ensure that this information is used only for error log analysis and not for personal identification or other purposes. [49, 50]

⁴The `–d` option makes logcat dump the entire log buffer and exit afterwards instead of waiting for more entries to arrive.
“debugging in deployment” continues, so will the collection of logs by third-party entities from surreptitiously collecting user logs as a matter of routine [37]. (We also disclosed our results to a few OEMs, who denied collecting any logging data or ignored us.)

Table 7: Types of log information collected according to the privacy policies of several device manufacturers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Manufacturer</th>
<th>Log Data Collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google [38]</td>
<td>“includes things like your device type and carrier name, crash reports”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huawei [43]</td>
<td>“event information (such as errors, crashes, restarts, and updates)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OnePlus [49]</td>
<td>“error or crash log will contain information collected at the time of the event”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oppo [50]</td>
<td>“error or crash log will contain information collected at the time of the event”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samsung [54]</td>
<td>“diagnostic, technical, error, and usage information”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sony [58]</td>
<td>“error related data and configuration, functionality, and performance data”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vivo [65]</td>
<td>“product interactions, crash records, and diagnostic data”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xiaomi [68]</td>
<td>“temporary message history, standard system logs, crash information, log information generated by using the service”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZTE [71]</td>
<td>“device data, software data, and service log data”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Furthermore, device manufacturers, MNOs, and other OEM partners may preinstall third-party software in addition to their own. As noted in §1, Gamba et al. described a complex supply chain of providers whose software is often preinstalled for various business reasons [35]. Included analytics services, such as Mobile Posse [29], which was acquired by Digital Turbine [30], have privacy policies that indicate that they may collect log information [32]. Furthermore, in their notice that is required under California law [31], they note that their mobile delivery platform may be installed by default. As described in §6.1, they follow through with this collection.

7 Conclusions

Logging remains an effective and efficient way to debug software throughout the development cycle. As the trend of “debugging in deployment” continues, so will the collection and transmission of system logs. Thoughtful logging allows developers to quickly reconstruct errors that occur without the burden of replicating issues in a debugger. The logging model on Android, however, is more complicated. Any app can conveniently use the built-in logging framework, and the absence of a console, the Android system log functions as a form of standard output, thus amplifying concerns about third-party collection of these logs after deployment. Indeed, the flag that controls wpa_supplicant’s debug logging was called CONFIG_NO_STDOUT_DEBUG. This situation is akin to both a personal computer manufacturer and the owner’s Internet provider having access to the system logs of the computer and any routine logging from any programs that run on it.

Our results, both in the lab and in the wild, show that logging sensitive data, including identifiers, location and proximate data, is prevalent across phone models. This behaviour can be traced back not only to user-installed apps, but also to system components and preinstalled apps. Thus, it is important that developers, including those of Android itself, take Google’s admonishment to developers that they not log private data. It is more important, however, that access to these logs is put in the control of the device owner, not the agglomeration of corporate interests that play some role in the phone’s manufacturing or connectivity. Ideally, the platform is stable enough so that the manufacturer does not need to continue being the device administrator once it is in the hands of a consumer. As observed by Rosenberg [53], it is futile to sanitize thousands of logging lines and it ultimately reduces the utility of that logging. This futility is amplified by app developers who freely log arbitrary information or misconfigure SDKs.

Another issue is that of crash reporting frameworks, such as Crashlytics. Such SDKs are prevalent in apps and provide a valuable service to developers. Instead of addressing software issues in development, app makers can quickly release buggy code to real users and debug in deployment by having logs sent to a third party for analytics. In earlier times, users of such developmental code were called “beta testers.” Developers who enlist all their users as beta testers are more agile with deploying features and fixing issues than those who do not, meaning that developers who respect users’ privacy have a harder time competing. We need to foster the understanding—either among developers or lawmakers—that it is unreasonable to expect that writing a piece of software enables you to indefinitely access detailed information regarding precisely how it is used. Our advice for developers is to (i) disable logging when preparing a release build; (ii) assess what information activity names can reveal, assuming that they are logged; and (iii) inspect the logging output while running a release candidate to ensure that any included SDKs are correctly configured as it pertains to their logging.

We responsibly disclosed our findings to Google. We have engaged with them in conversations about improving the logging framework. In response to our disclosure, Google introduced a new control in Android 13 and above to help users manage access to device logs, with the goal of preventing entities from surreptitiously collecting user logs as a matter of routine [37]. (We also disclosed our results to a few OEMs, who denied collecting any logging data or ignored us.)
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